All workshops will cater for children across a range of ages and developmental stages

Mondays

Tuesdays

Wednesdays

Thursdays

Fridays

Digital Media outline of
workshops
1.30pm – 3.00pm

Art
Outline of workshops
1.30 – 3.00pm

English exploration
Outline of workshops
1.30-2.30

Thinking Skills
1.30-3.00pm
Outline of workshops

Food and Nutrition
1.30pm – 3.00pm
Outline of workshops

Think Fun Puzzles
We will play games that
will build our strategic
and logic thinking.
We will have to persist
and persevere to solve
the brainteasers. When
working as a team, you
will have to be able to
explain your thinking
and work with others
towards an objective

Food groups and healthy
eating
1. Bread – Exploring
different types of bread.
How and where do we
grow our grains? What
makes our bread rise?
2. Tacos
Investigate foods wrapped
in a flour base and discuss
why this is so common in all
cultures.
1. Stir fry
A way of cooking healthy
food quickly with what you
like to eat.
2. Smoothies
How can you create a
healthy and filling drink
using no sugar?
Which nutrition do fruit
give us and where do they
grow?
3. Rice and peas
Where does rice grow, how
many countries are
dependent on rice as their
main staple? Do you know
other staples?
4. Pizza twirls
Delicious healthy snacks alternatives
5. Christmas biscuits
Celebration-tradition

Photography

Portraiture
Create portrait paintings,
Framing Shots
pastels and collage inspired by
Looking at different types of
looking at images of portraits by
shots such as: WS; MS; LS; CU; artists Modigliani, Van Gogh,
LA; HA and ECU. Student
Paul Klee, Keith Haring and
learn about framing and
David Hockney .
focusing and make a puzzle
Use close observation
with their best image.
drawings to create self
portraits. Use pr cut stencil face
Creating Photomontage
shapes and mixed media
Inspired by David Hockney
materials. Explore water
students work on ECU shots of
colours and layering tissue
themselves creating a
paper to create light and shade
composite image from the
and movement.
parts.
Celebrate our names
What makes a good image? Typography: experimenting with
different lettering styles. Share
Students explore sources for
our interests and hobbies.
images and discus what
Experiment with bold colours,
constitutes a good image.
Students are given a brief. They Re-visit colour mixing and
select a suitable image to create colour contrasts,
complementary.
a seasonal card.
Modelling letters using salt
Improving images with
dough
photo editing software
Mixing, rolling, and cutting using
Introduction to using photo
modelling tools.
editing software and using
The River Thames
filters. Students create a photo Look at the artist William
booth strip.
Turner using paints and pastels
explore blending colours to
Creating a poster
create light, shadows and
Using photo editing software to movement in water and share
create a composite image in the memories of sunrise and sunset.
style of a given poster.

Oracy
Phil leading fortnightly oracy
workshops.
13/9, 27/9, 11/10,
8/11, 22/11, 6/12.
We will prepare for each
workshop the previous week
with a sandwich workshop of
word games, reading aloud
and oracy activities.
Story telling,
Roald Dahl
Talk for writing,
Story Boxes
Poetry performance,
Memorising skills
Presentation skills,
Voice and body language
Interviewing techniques,
Young reporters
Drama
Christmas production

All games have been
carefully designed and
selected to stimulate logic
thinking, visual/spatial,
math, language and
reasoning skills. And they
are addictively fun games!

